How functions in leg development during Drosophila metamorphosis.
The Drosophila how gene encodes a KH RNA binding protein with strong similarity to GLD-1 from nematodes and QK1 from mice. Here, we investigate the function of how during metamorphosis. We show that how RNA and protein are present in a variety of tissues, and phenotypic analyses of how mutants reveal multiple lethal phases and defects during metamorphosis. In addition to previously reported abnormalities in muscle and wing development, how mutants exhibit defects in leg development. how mutant leg imaginal discs undergo cell shape changes associated with elongation, but are oriented improperly, do not evert normally, and often remain incased in peripodial epithelium longer than normal. Consequently, how mutants exhibit short, crooked legs. Our findings suggest that how functions in interactions between imaginal epithelium, peripodial epithelium, and larval epidermal cells during imaginal disc eversion.